Lovely the Unicorn
The Mystery of the Flashing Rainbow

One morning, Lovely the unicorn and her best friend Lily the butterfly were on vacation by the beach. They built sandcastles after lunch. And then, they saw a beautiful rainbow in the ocean. Lovely and Lily decided to take a closer look. But whenever they got there, the rainbow disappeared. Lovely and Lily thought the rainbow might appear again, so they waited by the seashore.
Then the rainbow appeared again! It turned out it was a baby seahorse. It had pink bony plates and rainbow hair. The baby seahorse wanted to explore the ocean, but it seemed confused. Lovely asked: "Hello! How are you doing?" The seahorse said: "I am sad because I am lost. I cannot get back home!" Then Lovely and Lily decided to help. They found out the baby seahorse had to go through a maze to get home. How can they help?
Lovely and Lily looked at each other. “Let’s fly up!” Lily said. “That’s a great idea!” Lovely agreed. They flew up and looked down at the maze in the ocean. Lily said to the baby seahorse: “Follow us!” The seahorse followed the same direction in the ocean.
Once the seahorse got home at the other side of the sea. Lovely and Lily were able to stand in the water because it was shallow there. The baby seahorse told its parents, “This unicorn and butterfly helped me get back home!” Its parents thanked Lovely and Lily.
“Thank you!” the mom seahorse said. “You are always welcome to visit us.” “Sure!” Lily said. “We will come back very often. Thank you! Bye!” Lovely and Lily were very happy.

The end